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DIPLOMATIC ACTION PLAN – By Elvere DELSART
SAVE KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA 1 - THE PROBLEM
Cambodia is currently suffering from an attempt at destabilization
The means used is network-centric warfare.
The action is the manipulation of public opinion (international community + Cambodian people)
The object is the creation of a color revolution to generate chaos in the country.
The first challenge is to overthrow the central Cambodian power.
The ultimate challenge is to destabilize China by attacking its regional partners.

SAVE KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA 2 - PROPOSED GENERAL ACTION PLAN
Create an action to the contrary: rally public opinion (international community + Cambodian people) to the monarchy and the
government in place.
1 - Give a better future perspective to the Cambodian people.
2 - Make the Cambodian people stakeholder of his destiny.
3 - Make Cambodia a precursor country in societal development.
Expose this positive initiative to the international community and integrate other nations into this dynamic.

SAVE KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA 3 - CONCRETE ACTIONS TO SET UP
Create a NATIONAL positive popular movement of co-creation (collective engineering) carried by the monarchy and the government
that will give birth to a local dynamic of societal progress.
Create CROSS-NATIONAL and CROSS-GENERATION connections of decentralized cooperation between Cambodia and France.
Bring a large part of Cambodian civil society (students, engineers, researchers, artists, etc.) to cooperate with a common benevolent goal,
in collaboration with the monarchy and the government.
Make Cambodia the prototype of societal, intellectual and artistic markets alongside a new societal France.
Reproduce the model with other countries, especially Southeast Asia (VIETNAM, THAILAND, LAOS, MYANMAR, PHILIPPINES).
Make Cambodia a country ambassador of a new form of diplomacy: SOCIETAL DIPLOMACY.
Make this diplomacy a vector of CROSS-NATIONAL and REGIONAL integration by initiating the creation of new POLITICALSOCIETAL UNIONS different from the current politico-economic or politico-military unions.

SAVE KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA 4 - RESEARCHED RESULTS
NATIONAL COHESION - Impossible to manipulate people confident in the future, being stakeholder of their destiny and supported
by their monarchy and government.
EXCHANGES and COOPERATION BETWEEN PEOPLES - Cambodia will become a key player in a NEW ASIAN GEOPOLITICAL
SPACE and initiator of a socially oriented NEW INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY being in construction.

SAVE KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA 5 - THE TOOLS USED
Cross-national Intellectual Co-operation Initiatives + Cross-national Artistic Cooperation Initiatives to co-design, develop and promote
alternative, experimental, eco-landscape, eco tourism, agri-tourism, agri climate, educational and interconnected parks and complexes windows of a better future . LE PAPILLON SOURCE parks and complexes are just goals. The project is the process of cooperation,
empowerment and peace.

